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Central clearing for OTC derivatives
impact on OTC revenues — what can
you expect beyond compression?

Financial Services

Financial reform is rapidly transforming the global
derivatives market significantly impacting OTC
revenues
Significant financial reforms are in progress in both the
United States and the European Union to avoid the recurrence of the financial crisis that plunged the world into
recession in 2007–2009. The primary goals of the reform
are to reduce risk and increase transparency, a lack of
which may have led to the 2007 crisis. The 2000+ page
Dodd-Frank Act signed in July 2010 recommends, among
other things, a complete overhaul of the ~$600 trillion
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market, which now
represents about 10 times the exchange-traded market in
terms of notional outstanding (Figure 1).
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The OTC derivatives market is largely bilateral in nature and
is made up of fairly customized derivative contracts. Most
of the large financial institutions have sizeable portfolios
of derivatives and their counterparties in many of their
OTC derivatives transactions are other large financial
institutions. With central clearing bringing about a major
change in this market, a direct and significant impact can
be expected on the revenues that banks draw from such
products.
The intent of this paper is to highlight key drivers that can
impact existing OTC revenues and also discuss some of the
potential revenue opportunities that major banks could
take advantage of. It provides banks with an imperative
to consider acting quickly and decisively on several fronts
allowing them to effectively navigate the upcoming period
of significant change.
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Figure 1: Exchange-traded vs.OTC derivative markets
Source: Bank for International Settlements

Margin compression is going to reduce OTC
revenues by up to 35% over the next two to three
years
The move from predominantly bilateral OTC agreements
to a central clearing environment for ~$370 trillion in
OTC derivatives will likely have a significant impact on the
revenues that banks draw from such instruments. At $55
billion2, OTC revenues currently make up about 37% of
bank revenues and if history is any indicator, banks might
see their OTC revenues go through a sizeable compression
in the near term.
The drop in revenues, also referred to as “margin compression,” is the result of a series of market movements that
one can expect with the advent of central clearing. The
primary drivers that can lead to this compression can be
observed below.

The proposed recommendations when implemented would:
• Mandate central clearing for all standardized derivatives
(~60% of the current OTC market)1
• Require that all centrally cleared derivatives be traded in swap
execution facilities
• Improve transparency by increasing reporting requirements
on prices/volumes etc.

1 Source: Morgan Stanley Research Report (2010)
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Significant changes
can be expected in
the 2012–2013 time
frame.

Margin compression is going to reduce OTC
revenues by up to 35% over the next two to three
years
The move from predominantly bilateral OTC agreements
to a central clearing environment for ~$370 trillion in
OTC derivatives will likely have a significant impact on the
revenues that banks draw from such instruments. At $55
billion2, OTC revenues currently make up about 37% of
bank revenues and if history is any indicator, banks might

see their OTC revenues go through a sizeable compression
in the near term.
The drop in revenues, also referred to as “margin compression,” is the result of a series of market movements that
one can expect with the advent of central clearing. The
primary drivers that can lead to this compression can be
observed below.

Exchange trading of OTC derivatives
will lead to significantly narrower
bid-ask spreads
…when dividend swaps started
trading on the Eurex exchange in July
2008, bid/ask spreads declined by
~75%3

Increased transparency and trade
reporting requirements will further
reduce bid/ask spreads
…U.S. Corporate bonds experienced a
compression ranging from 8%–30%3
upon introduction of the Trade
Reporting and Compliance Engine
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Source: Citi Investment Research and
Analysis Research Report (2010)4

Reduction in costs will lead to a
corresponding growth in trading
volumes
…a study on cost and volume correlation by ICAP in 2010 projects a 175%
increase in volume for a 50% decrease
in costs
2 Source: Citi Investment Research and Analysis Research Report (2010)
3 Source: JP Morgan Report titled Investment Banking wallet outlook — All eyes on equity derivatives (2010)
4 Excludes ~$55B of revenues from FX products that are likely to be excluded from the new rules governing derivatives
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However, new revenue opportunities could allow banks to offset the revenue compression to a great
extent
Banks may expect their revenues to drop in the near term, but the overall impact is not that gloomy. The introduction of
central clearing creates four distinct revenue opportunities that banks should look to take advantage of, in order to offset
a potential drop in revenues.
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Figure 2: Revenue opportunities
Size of the circle represents revenue potential

1.In an effort to attract order flow, central counterparties (CCPs) are expected to share more than a
billion dollars of revenue with clearing brokers
Mandatory central clearing of standardized OTC derivatives has now placed CCPs at the epicenter of OTC trading
activity. It is believed that the CCP landscape itself will
undergo major changes driven by consolidation and the
urgency to capture market share in the initial stages.

5 Source: Clearing Corporation Website
6 Source: Morgan Stanley Research Report (2010)derivatives
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… Four distinct revenue opportunities exist, each with a varying degree
of complexity, controllability, and
revenue. potential

High

In the near term, CCPs are expected to offer revenue
sharing agreements with banks in order to attract order
flow. For example, when Intercontinental Exchange (ICE)
completed its acquisition of the Clearing Corporation in
2009, it announced a 50% profit-sharing arrangement5
and a distinct pricing structure for the founding members
of the ICE Trust.
Revenue sharing with CCPs typically presents a sizeable
source of revenue, especially given the scale of transactions expected. Industry research forecasts that more than
a billion dollars6 in revenue could be shared by CCPs with
clearing member firms over the next couple of years.

2.Dominant banks may boost their market share,
increasing both execution and clearing revenues

3.Banks may be able to provide enhanced collateral
management services for a fee

According to the International Swaps and Derivatives
Association (ISDA), the top 14 global OTC derivatives
dealers (also referred to as G147) represent roughly 82%
of the entire market today. The remaining 18% is made
up by a variety of regional institutions that play the role
of financial intermediaries. Establishing connectivity with
CCPs requires a significant investment of time and money,
and banks are handling this need with varying degrees of
urgency.

In the bilateral world, collateral requirements were
determined and held primarily by the bank. It was not
uncommon for a bank to relax collateral requirements for
certain clients based on the relationship value and any
cross-selling opportunities. According to ISDA, only 70%
of OTC derivatives transactions were subject to collateral
requirements in 2010.
Mandatory central clearing through CCPs has several
potential implications on collateral management:
• Transactions will now have to be collateralized, creating
the need for additional collateral for existing OTC derivatives positions
• CCPs are also expected to increase the collateral and
initial margins that a client will need to post
• CCP criteria on acceptable collateral could render some
of the existing collateral ineligible
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Figure 3: OTC derivatives concentration
Source: ISDA

Only six to eight banks are expected to be fully prepared
by the time the CCP related regulations take effect in
2012. Consequently, there may be a need for third-party
clearing services in the near term. If the market for listed
is any indication, clients will prefer to have a single broker
for both execution and clearing. It is quite likely then,
that banks which don’t have competitive clearing services
stand to lose a considerable portion of their execution
business as well. Banks that can both clear and execute in
such a market will likely boost both their market share and
revenue.

In light of these new requirements, banks can potentially
generate significant revenues by providing the following
enhanced collateral management services for a fee:
• Collateral substitution (transformation): Banks can
help clients fulfill their CCP obligations by providing them
with eligible collateral in lieu of their existing ineligible
collateral and charging a fee for the transaction
• Funding/lending services: Banks can provide loans to
clients to meet their collateral shortages and charge a fee
for it
• Spreads on scale up of initial margin: For certain
clients, the CCP-required initial margin will be scaled up.
Such collateral will be managed by the bank (and not
transferred to the CCP). This can provide an opportunity
to reinvest/lend this collateral and generate revenue

7 Bank of America, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, Royal
Bank of Scotland, Société Générale, UBS, and Wells Fargo
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4.Demand for third-party clearing services allow
clearing brokers to charge additional fees

The initial demand for third-party clearing services is
expected to be more than the supply in the market.
Consequently, clearing brokers may be able to charge
additional fees for the clearing services provided, thereby
generating additional revenues.
The cost of building out a robust central clearing platform
is quite significant. Banks have already invested several
hundred million dollars towards building out their central
clearing, on-boarding, and collateral management capabilities. For many of the top-tier banks, the technology costs
alone can be fairly significant. Moreover, as exchange
trading picks up, transaction volumes will likely grow,
which may drive up underlying transaction costs.

Focus on cost recovery will drive the
need for client segmentation and
tiered pricing
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Market share dynamics that stem from central clearing
will likely lead to a reshuffling of the current client base.
While dominant banks might hold on to a majority of their
existing clients, there may be a sudden surge in clients
primarily from smaller banks that will be looking for thirdparty clearing services.

Client Segment

Figure 4: Tiered pricing and client segmentation

The recovery of costs may be an area that banks will soon
focus on. Several banks have already announced their
intention to reduce the cost burden on some of their
existing clients by not passing on all costs. However, this
may soon become unsustainable. With several new clients
being added to the client base, client segmentation will
play an important role in any pricing scheme. It may not
be long before banks start recovering costs and charging
premiums from mid- to lower-tier clients.

Banks will likely need to take quick and decisive action to take advantage of the new revenue
opportunities
Central clearing is about to cause significant compression in OTC revenues
Mandatory central clearing for OTC derivatives will likely cause OTC revenues to drop by as much as 35%8. Lack of a
competitive client clearing offering can place the current execution revenues at risk.
Banks can capitalize on new revenue opportunities

Figure 5: Revenue impact
Source: Citi Investment Research and Analysis Research Report (2010)

It is time to act quickly and decisively
Bank focused
• Estimate individual revenue impact and plan for a shortterm drop in OTC revenues
• Develop and institutionalize an effective business model
for client clearing
• Combine resources, where feasible, to realize significant
internal efficiencies

Market focused
• Identify critical trends and client needs to develop an
end-to-end collateral management solution
• Perform a detailed segmentation of current clients and
develop a tiered pricing scheme
• Refine sales strategy to aggressively target existing and
prospective clients

8 Source: Citi Investment Research and Analysis Research Report (2010)
9 Excludes ~$55B of revenues from FX products that are likely to be excluded from the new rules governing derivatives
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